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Abstract
Electron cloud (ecloud) and transverse mode coupled-

bunch instabilities (TMCI) limit the bunch intensity in the
CERN SPS. This paper presents experimental measure-
ments in the SPS of single-bunch motion driven by a GHz
bandwidth vertical excitation system [1]. The �nal goal is
to quantify the change in internal bunch dynamics as in-
stability thresholds are approached, and quantify the fre-
quencies of internal modes as ecloud effects become sig-
ni�cant. Initially, we have been able to drive the beam and
view its motion. We show the excitation of barycentric,
head-tail and higher vertical modes at different bunch in-
tensities. The beam motion is analyzed in the time domain,
via animated presentations of the sampled vertical signals,
and in the frequency domain, via spectrograms showing the
modal frequencies vs. time. The demonstration of the exci-
tation of selected internal modes is a signi�cant step in the
development of the feedback control techniques.

MOTIVATION
For the LHC to operate at the full designed luminosity,

the SPS must be able to provide beams with the appropri-
ate intensity [2]. Intensity dependent effects like electron
cloud (ecloud) and transverse mode coupling instabilities
(TMCI) cause intra-bunch motion that can lead to emit-
tance blowup and ultimately loss of beam in the SPS. As
part of a feedback system, we have designed a high band-
width excitation system to perturb the beam [1], then mea-
sure its motion. Measurements have focused on correctly
timing the excitation system with the bunch, and exciting
various bunch resonances to quantify the intra-bunch mo-
tion. We present initial results recorded at the SPS during
November 2011 and April 2012.

INSTRUMENTATION AND SOFTWARE
The SPS RF frequency of 200 MHz corresponds to a 5

ns bucket size. Typical bunch lengths (∼ 4σ) are on the or-
der of 2 – 3 ns at 26 GeV injection. The excitation system
utilizes a 4.2 GS/s arbitrary waveform generator that (upon
synchronization with the injection and revolution triggers)
selects single or multiple bunches [1]. For each selected
bunch and turn, a 32 (10 ns) or 16 (5 ns) sample excitation
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signal is applied to the beam. A receiver hybrid provides
the sum and difference signals from the pickup. The raw
waveforms are digitized at 20 GS/s, and equalized of�ine in
MATLAB using the inverse transfer function of the pickup
and signal cables. The equalized sum and delta signals are
further processed in MATLAB in both the time and fre-
quency domains. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of
the pickup and data processing to obtain the beam motion
data.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the bunch signal pro-
cessing from the pickup for beam excitation measurements
in the SPS.

TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN
ANALYSIS METHODS

Our initial experiments centered on driving the beam
through the ampli�er array and verifying that the beam
excitation amplitude was roughly consistent with the en-
gineering level expectations for the applied kick and the
beam con�guration. In these initial studies a single bunch
SPS beam, of intensity 1× 10

11 protons was studied at the
beginning of the acceleration cycle at the injection energy
of 26 GeV. We were able to easily excite modes 0 (barycen-
tric) and 1 (head-tail) with a 200 MHz periodic sine wave
signal modulated at the betatron frequency and �rst syn-
chrotron sideband. The timing of the excitation system rel-
ative to the accelerating bunch was studied, and techniques
were developed to sweep the excitation burst time overlap
against the bunch. The measurements focused on precisely
timing the kick with a single bunch and driving low-order
mode bunch resonances.

The bunch motion in the equalized recorded data was
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studied in the time domain, where a bandpass �lter at the
nominal betatron tune was applied to each beam “slice”
along the axis of the recorded turns (effectively treating
each of the “slices” as an independent signal). The result-
ing �ltered data could then be rms averaged over the slices,
resulting in a measure of the total “energy” or amplitude
of beam motion independent of an excited mode. These
measurements allowed us to study the amplitude of excited
motion vs. excitation burst frequency and timing.

Figure 2 shows a snapshot of a time domain representa-
tion for the bunch rms motion with respect to turns. The
system is excited by a swept 200 MHz sine burst which
moved from a driving tune of 0.18 through 0.19, with
the nominal betatron tune of 0.183. The top panel shows
the rms of the vertical motion, which has a maximum at
roughly turn 4600. The bottom panel shows the equalized
delta signal for 25 turns around 4576, where in this case,
the motion is barycentric. This method helps visualize the
modal pattern excited in the vertical delta snapshot, while
the time evolution of the rms amplitude reveals the cou-
pling of the drive signal to the beam resonance, and also
is a measure of the relative overlap of the kicker excitation
and the beam. The timing of the excitation and bunch for
this particular case can be compared to other bunch-kicker
timings, and the signal can be adjusted to increase the head-
tail motion. To ensure proper timing of the bunch with the
signal, the in�ection point of the 200 MHz sine wave exci-
tation signal was varied with respect to the bunch centroid,
and optimum timing was determined from the maximum
rms value of (mode 1) head-tail motion.

Frequency domain analysis methods were also devel-
oped, which center on spectrogram methods to study the
time evolution of the recorded equalized bunch signals after
taking the FFT of each “slice” along the turn axis. This ap-
proach improves the signal/noise ratio through narrowband
�ltering. Figure 3 shows the frequency domain representa-
tion of the same transient of Figure 2, with a spectrogram
study of power spectrum for slice 120 of the bunch (roughly
5.3 ns in Figure 2). The excitation signal (frequency chirp)
can be seen sweeping through fractional tunes 0.18 – 0.19
over turns 1000 – 14000. At turns 4000 – 5000, strong
mode 0 excitation is visible as the drive frequency over-
laps with the resonance. As the excitation chirp contin-
ues and sweeps above the beam resonance, the beam con-
tinues to have excited motion with decreasing amplitude
over about 8000 turns. Near turn 11000, the head-tail
mode is weakly excited by the chirp as it passes through
the �rst synchrotron sideband, and this head-tail motion is
not clearly shown by simply looking only at the time do-
main representation. By looking at the data in both the
time and frequency domains, we can more carefully �nd
features that may not be visible in a single representation.

Modal Excitations and Random Excitations
Part of the motivation for this excitation system is to

develop a diagnostic to study the evolution of the bunch
tunes and modal patterns of motion. We were able to ex-

Figure 2: Top: RMS of the vertical motion weighted for
all slices. Bottom: Equalized delta of the vertical motion
showing strong barycentric motion for turns 4576 – 4601.

Figure 3: A spectrogram showing excitation of mode 0 at
turn 4000 and weakly excitation of mode 1 at turn 11000
for a chirp from 0.180 - 0.190 in fractional tune. The beta-
tron frequency is fβ = 0.183 and synchrotron frequency is
fs ≈ 0.005.

cite mulitple modes by driving a beam with low chromatic-
ity. Figure 4 shows a power spectrum for an excitation that
chirps through the modes 0, 1, 2, and 3 . For these ex-
citations, the betatron fractional tune was fβ = 0.181 and
the synchrotron tune was fs ≈ 0.004. The excitation sig-
nal was applied from 2000 – 17000 turns and the excitation
tune was swept from 0.175 – 0.188 as can be seen in the
�gure. As the chirp frequency overlaps the betatron tune
and a synchrotron sideband, the vertical motion becomes
strongly excited. Notice after the chirp passes through the
mode 0 and mode 1 resonances that the motion is strong
for those modes, i.e., the signal to noise ratio is roughly 35
– 40 dB. Although the chirp starts below one synchrotron
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sideband less than the betatron fraction tune, no mode -1
is observed, which is not well understood. One potential
explanation may be an asymmetric impedance providing
damping for these negative modes. There also appears to
be a correlation between even mode harmonics (and odd
modes), e.g., when the chirp hits the mode 0 resonance at
turn 9000, mode 2 is also visibly excited. Although weakly
excited, mode 3 appears at turn 13000 when the chirp hits
the mode 1 resonance. This too is not well-understood, but
a possible explanation could be harmonic distortion in the
power ampli�ers. Testing of the ampli�ers is ongoing.

Figure 4: A spectrogram showing excitation of many intra-
bunch modes for a frequency sweep from 0.175 – 0.188.
The betatron frequency is fβ = 0.181 and fs ≈ 0.004. The
signal to noise ratio for the measurement is >30 dB. The
right panel of the �gure is a power spectrum taken at near
turn 15,000 showing the 4 excited modes.

Figure 5 shows the time domain representation of the
same data as Figure 4. At turn 13401, the equalized delta
signal of the vertical motion shows multiple modes, as can
be seen when comparing with the spectrogram in Figure 4.

FUTURE PLANS
This project is still very much in its infancy with many

smaller tasks and efforts ongoing to complete the feedback
system. An analog equalizer is being developed for the
pickup system so that corrections to the beam signal are
made to account for signal distortion and attenuation by
the pickup hardware and transmission cables in real time.
A high bandwidth kicker system is currently being stud-
ied and a working group will provide CERN with a design
report and suggested kicker(s) implementation [4]. Beam
simulation efforts are ongoing with C-MAD, HeadTail, and
WARP, with analysis tools being developed for both simu-
lation and measured data, enabling direct comparison. All
machine data taken to date has been with a single bunch,
so we look forward to measurements exciting a particular
bunch in a multi-bunch �ll. In addition, future beam mea-

Figure 5: Top: RMS of the vertical motion. Bottom: Equal-
ized delta signal showing multiple modes for turns 13401
– 13426.

surements will study intensity dependent effects to quantify
tune shifts and dynamic effects from ecloud and TMCI.

CONCLUSIONS
Beam excitation and measurement in the SPS have been

performed. Measurements of November 2011 and April
2012 show intra-bunch motion with multiple modes ex-
cited. We continue to develop new frequency domain anal-
ysis methods. Measurements will be ongoing throughout
2012 and we plan on beginning testing of a feedback chan-
nel prototype in late 2012.
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